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Introduction

Sociality is one of the main causes of morphological

differences within populations (Wheeler, 1986). In social

Hymenoptera, females are typically sorted into morpho-

logically distinct sterile and reproductive castes. This

polymorphism is often induced by differential pressures

on castes to increase the success of colony reproduction

(Kovacs et al., 2010a). Sterile and reproductive castes are

also known to differ in behaviour and longevity (Lopez-

Vaamonde et al., 2009) and hence in lifestyle. Study of

this polymorphism can improve our understanding of the

evolution of species with distinct castes.

Caste dimorphism has been extensively studied in

Vespidae (Noll et al., 2004), because wasps exhibit all

degrees of sociality from solitary to highly eusocial,

including intermediates, called ‘primitively social’ (West-

Eberhard, 1978). In many insect societies, there is an

obvious distinction between sexual and sterile castes in

terms of size of individuals. This caste difference may be

related to the importance of size in fitness of reproduc-

tive females (Kovacs et al., 2010b). However, size differ-

ences among castes are not obvious in every wasp

species. Instead of size, several studies have used caste

shape dimorphism (CShD) and related allometries – the

consequences of size on shape of Gould (1966) – to

distinguish castes (Jeanne & Fagen, 1974; Jeanne, 1996;

Noll et al., 2004; Noll & Wenzel, 2008). Two develop-

mental models of caste dimorphism may explain these

shape differences in terms of the growth of imaginal discs

at metamorphosis: a reprogramming of growth parame-

ters in early developmental stages (Wheeler, 1991;

Jeanne, 1996) or a competition among imaginal discs

(Nijhout & Wheeler, 1996; Klingenberg & Frederik

Nijhout, 1998). However, these models are restricted to

variation among body parts developing from different
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Abstract

Caste shape dimorphism (CShD) has previously been studied in wasps through

comparison of different body parts, originating from different imaginal discs.

Using geometric morphometrics with a new protocol for measuring wings of

pinned specimens from natural history collections, we tested CShD of three

hornet species in an organ developed from a single imaginal disc: the forewing.

Gaussian mixture models retrieved most castes and species levels, confirming

that caste is an important component of wing variations in females of these

hornets. Size and allometry – the influence of size on shape – contribution to

wing dimorphism between castes was major, but failed to explain the entire

shape dimorphism. This deviation from simple allometric scaling was not

similar in the three species: in Vespa tropica, allometric directions in the shape

space differed between castes, whereas in V. crabro and V. velutina, they were

similar but a significant part of CShD resulted from lateral transpositions.

These results clearly indicate that queens are not just enlarged workers. They

also support that the different patterns of CShD may result from different

developmental mechanisms. Finally, they highlight that even in a highly social

group like hornets, there is still variation in caste dimorphism among species.

doi: 10.1111/j.1420-9101.2012.02527.x



imaginal discs. A question thus remains: does a single

organ, originating from one imaginal disc, differ between

castes in size alone?

We tried to answer this question by focusing on the

forewing of hornet species of the genus Vespa. Hornets

are highly eusocial Vespidae with queens mostly larger

than workers (Van der Vecht, 1957). This size dimor-

phism is explained by the developmental conditions of

the larvae, with reproductive females, called gynes, being

reared in larger brood cells than workers, thus inducing

different feeding behaviour by workers (Ishay, 1975).

Hornet gynes and workers also differ in flight behaviour:

workers are restricted to short foraging trips, whereas

mated gynes, or ‘queens’, may have to fly over great

distances in order to find an overwintering shelter and a

place to start a nest.

More than a century ago, Karl Pearson (in Wright

et al., 1907) reported subtle differences between the

wings of queens and workers of social wasps that did not

result from a simple scaling effect. However, morpho-

metric analyses were still at their inception, so he did not

look for allometry. The aims of the present work are to:

1 test the extent to which wing venation reflects caste

dimorphism in hornets,

2 explore, using a single appendage, the relative impor-

tance of size and shape dimorphism, including poten-

tial allometries and

3 determine whether the relation of size to caste dimor-

phism follows similar patterns across three representa-

tive species of a genus of highly social wasps for which

the existence of castes is a plesiomorphic trait.

These relations are tested by analysing forewing venation

through geometric morphometrics. Being almost a two-

dimensional structure, the wing is a good candidate for

geometric morphometrics, and previous studies revealed

it to be a powerful marker of population divergences

(Baylac et al., 2003; Pretorius, 2005; Gidaszewski et al.,

2009; Tüzün, 2009).

We chose to study the CShD of the wing in hornet

species from the different species groups recognized by

Archer (1993), in order to have a more comprehensive

view of this dimorphism across the genus. We used both

museum specimens and freshly collected samples.

Museum collections aggregate specimens from different

times and regions, hence from different populations. This

situation will be dealt with in the analysis of the results.

The three species selected were the European hornet

Vespa crabro L., 1758, the Great Banded hornet Vespa

tropica L., 1758, and the Yellow-legged hornet Vespa

velutina Lepeletier, 1836; the latter is an invasive species

recently introduced into France from China (Haxaire

et al., 2006; Villemant et al., 2006, 2011). A fourth

species, V. orientalis L., 1771, was excluded from this

study after preliminary analyses showed that the geo-

graphic origins (regions of Greece including different

islands) had a significant influence on caste dimorphism.

Material and methods

Data set

Our sample comprised 249 pinned specimens. Specimens

of V. crabro and V. tropica came from the Museum

National d’Histoire Naturelle, the Institut Royal des

Sciences Naturelles de Belgique, the Naturalis museum

of Leiden and the Natural History Museum of London.

Specimens of V. velutina were recently collected in

France.

In order to minimize the geographic variability, spec-

imens were selected from restricted regions: specimens of

V. crabro (40 workers, 44 gynes) were from France and

specimens of V. tropica (40 workers, 41 gynes) were from

Java (Indonesia). Vespa velutina specimens (40 workers,

44 gynes) were from a recently introduced population

into France presenting a notable loss of genetic diversity

(M. Arca and J.-F Silvain, personal communication).

Only 10 of the 44 gynes were from a different locality

200 km away from the rest of the specimens. As no

significant difference in wing shape between the two

gynes populations was found, both sets were pooled.

Workers and gynes were distinguished using the

standard identification ratio of thorax and head widths

(Yamane, 1974). Dates of collection were also used,

when available: large workers occur only during the late

season in temperate regions. Castes of V. velutina speci-

mens were assessed using both date of collection in

combination with size and dry weight for specimens from

late colonies. In this species, large workers may be the

size of gynes, but the latter are heavier due to the well-

developed fat body for overwintering (Hanson & Olley,

1963; Spradberry, 1973).

Measurements

Geometric morphometrics offers a high statistical power

(Adams et al., 2004) calling for tight control of potential

biases in measurements. In such a context, wing prep-

aration requires a careful flattening. This is currently

achieved only by removing wings, a requirement that

excludes the use of most museum collections. Here, we

designed and used a special device to flatten wings

without damaging specimens.

Specimens were relaxed for 48 h before processing in

order to open the wings without removing them. Opened

wings were positioned between clamped slides using a

device to carry the flattened wings and the specimen

(Fig. 1). Wings were held between two glass slides from

two-thirds of the medio-cubital vein to the apex of the

wing (Fig. 2). A mark on the lower slide allowed us to

place the different wings in a similar position on the slide

to reduce variations in the pressure on the clamped

extremity. Photographs were taken using a Canon 40D

camera (Canon, Tokyo, Japan) with an EF 100 mm f ⁄
2.8 USM Macro lens at a constant magnification of 1.4.
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The parallelism between the wing and camera planes was

established using a bullseye spirit level.

Forewing shape was described using 19 landmarks

located at vein intersections (Type 1 sensu Bookstein,

1991) or maximum curvature of veins (Type 3). The most

basal part of the wing was not considered. Landmark

coordinates were extracted from pictures using the

TPSDig2 software (Rohlf, 2010) by the same operator

(first author) in order to minimize the operator effect.

Analyses

Prior to analysis, landmark coordinates were superim-

posed by a generalized Procrustes analysis using partial

superimposition (Dryden & Mardia, 1998). We used a

single superimposition of all groups to analyse species

and caste effects on wing size and shape, and per-species

superimpositions to characterize the caste dimorphism.

Wing size was expressed as the log of the centroid size

computed from the 19 landmarks (Bookstein, 1991).

Form data were assessed by pooling shape variables and

size in a single matrix.

Caste identification

In this study, castes were a priori groups defined using

morphological characters that sometimes overlap

(Matsuura, 1991). To check whether the wing size, shape

and form distinguish these castes, we used a model-based

clustering method for group detection: Gaussian mixture

models (GMM; Fraley & Raftery, 1998, 2009). GMM use

an expectation-maximization (E-M) algorithm for max-

imum-likelihood estimation of the partitions. Starting

from an initial hierarchical clustering, they compute the

probability z that a given individual i belong to a group k

(E-step), then parameters are estimated given z (M-step).

Ten different models are compared using a Bayesian

Informative Criterion (BIC; Banfield & Raftery, 1993).

These models are determined by the variation in four

parameters: the distribution (spherical, diagonal or ellip-

soidal), and whether the volumes, shapes and orienta-

tions of groups are equal or variable.

We computed three different clustering per species:

clustering using size, shape or form data. These clustering

were parameterized in order to find two groups. As GMM

are sensitive to high dimensionality (Fraley & Raftery,

2009), we present only the result obtained with the set of

the first principal components representing more than

95% of the shape variation for each species and 99.5% of

the form variation. As these limits were arbitrary, the

influence of other dimensionalities on the clustering is

mentioned.

Size and shape analysis

Effects of species and caste on wing shape were statisti-

cally tested using multiple analysis of variance (MANOVAMANOVA).

Size differences among species and between castes were

tested through analysis of variances (ANOVAANOVA) on size data.

We tested shape dimorphism separately for each species.

CShD, allometry and parallelism of allometric directions –

defined as vectors of slopes of allometric multivariate

regressions in the tangent shape space – were tested by

the effects of size, caste and the interaction term between

size and caste levels of multivariate analysis of covariance

(MANCOVAMANCOVA) on shape data. The magnitude of these effects

was assessed by the comparison of the sum of squares

(SSt) corresponding to the trace of the sum of square

and cross-product matrices of the different effects and

interactions. In the case of two groups, the SSt values

correspond to the squared tangent Procrustes distance
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Fig. 1 Clamping device used to hold pinned specimens with right

wings open for photography. 1: Lateral view. 2: Dorsal view.

The clamping device includes a metallic support (a) to elevate the

pinned specimen (b) and allow horizontal positioning of slides (c).

The specimen is held by its right wings. Slides are held on the

support by a clamping arm (d), whereas the other ends of the slides

are pinched by a binder clip (e).
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Fig. 2 Landmark locations on forewing (dorsal view). Of the 19

landmarks, 17 are located at the intersection of veins and the two

remaining landmarks (four and nine) correspond to maxima of

curvature. The consensus shape is depicted together with visual links

between landmarks (lower right corner insert). The black line on the

left is the edge of the slide.
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(Dryden & Mardia, 1998) between mean shapes. Boot-

strapped normalized slope vectors, calculated by multi-

variate regressions on resampled groups, were used to

graph the variability of allometric direction estimates

among castes and species. When allometric directions did

not differ – or, for visual purposes, when the difference

was significant but low – common allometric directions

(CADs, see Rohlf & Bookstein, 1987 and Klingen-

berg, 1996) were calculated by multivariate regression

(Monteiro, 1999), using pooled within-group covariance

matrices of caste-centred tangent-space projections

(Mitteroecker et al., 2004). Allometry-free residuals were

estimated as the residuals of the multivariate regression

and used to test the allometry-free differences between

castes using MANOVAMANOVAs. Shape differences were visualized

from worker to queen average shapes in these three

corresponding spaces or subspaces.

In the case of V. tropica, the consequences of the

significant difference in allometric slopes of castes were

illustrated by extrapolations along alternate allometric

directions: by predicting the caste allometric wing shape

for (1) a gyne of mean worker size (here called ‘subgyne’)

and for (2) a worker of mean queen size (here called

‘superworker’).

Geography effects were tested by using groups deter-

mined by the proximity of origins of samples (see

supporting information). This factor was included in

per-species MANCOVAMANCOVAs combining caste and size and in

MANOVAMANOVAs of allometry-free residuals. Because geography

was never significant, we excluded the geographic factor

from presented results.

Shape tests used all Principal Components Analysis

(PCA) scores of the tangent-space projections with

eigenvalues greater than zero. For the GMM, we used

subsets of numbers of shape and form PCs. MANOVAMANOVA and

MANCOVAMANCOVA used the Pillai trace criteria. Detailed tables are

available in supporting information.

Morphometric and statistical analyses were performed

using the R software with the ‘Rmorph’ library (Baylac,

2011) and the ‘Mclust’ library (Fraley & Raftery, 2009).

Hypotheses were statistically tested with a (false-positive

error) of 5%.

Results

Castes delineation and classification

Castes were correctly classified with less than 5.9% error

with GMM using size (Table 1). GMM based on shape-

only distinguished castes for V. crabro and V. tropica with

a low error rate (< 7.5%) in contrast to V. velutina, in

which the misclassification percentage reached 44%.

GMM using form enabled clustering of the different

castes with only one misclassification in V. crabro and

V. tropica, and with a 5.9% error for V. velutina, confirm-

ing that caste is related to the main factor in wing

variation within hornet females.

These results were influenced by the number of PCs of

shape that were retained in the GMM analyses: classifi-

cation results were stable in V. crabro and V. tropica, but

ranged from 8.33 to 50% of misclassifications for shape

data in V. velutina. No general correlation was found

between dimensionality and misclassifications. Such

differences in classification results related to dimension-

ality reductions have already been reported (Baylac et al.,

2003; Cordeiro-Estrela et al., 2008) and could be related

to different patterns of variability between groups (caste

here). Because the morphometric results and a priori

criteria were convergent, all the analyses that follow use

these a priori defined caste groups.

Wing-shape differences between castes and species

A MANOVAMANOVA on the shape over castes and species

confirmed that wing shape differs significantly not only

between castes, but also between species (Table 2).

Moreover, as could be expected, variation in shape due

Table 1 Comparison between Gaussian mixture models (GMM)

groups and castes defined using a priori castes criterion. Results of

classification of gynes (G) and workers (W) through the 9 GMM

analyses: one analysis per species, per data set (GMM groups numbers

do not correspond between analyses). Shape was assessed by

principal components accounting for at least 95% of the wing-shape

variation (16 PCs for Vespa crabro and V. tropica, 17 PCs for V. velutina)

and form by PCs gathering at least 99.5% of the wing form variation

(3 PCs for V. crabro, 4 PCs for V. tropica and 6 PCs for V. velutina). Best

matches between GMM and caste groups are in bold.

Data

Castes

V. crabro V. tropica V. velutina

G W G W G W

GMM

groups N = 44 N = 40 N = 41 N = 40 N = 44 N = 40

Size alone 1 43 0 40 0 43 4

2 1 40 1 40 1 36

Shape

alone

1 44 1 41 6 18 11

2 0 39 0 34 26 29

Form

(size

+ shape)

1 43 0 40 0 41 2

2 1 40 1 40 3 38

Table 2 MANOVAMANOVA of shape differences between castes and species.

Sum of squares (SSt) are the traces of the sum of squares and cross-

product matrices of each effect.

Effect d.f. SSt Pillai F

d.f.

num

d.f.

den P-value

Species 2 0.0713 1.9373 191.929 68 422 < 0.0001***

Caste 1 0.0065 0.8658 39.829 34 210 < 0.0001***

Species*Caste 2 0.0051 1.2445 10.222 68 422 < 0.0001***

Residuals 243 0.0338

Significance: ***P < 0.001.
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to species is higher than variation due to castes (Table 2:

sum of squares column) and explains most of the wing

variability. As the CShD was largely different between

species (Table 2: interaction term), detailed analyses of

caste differences in size, shape and allometry were

conducted on each species separately. Because geo-

graphic origin was never significant, neither as a single

factor nor in interaction terms with size or CShD, we

excluded it from the presented statistical tables.

Caste differences

Size
Wing size was significantly different between species and

between castes (Table 3). Moreover, the level of size

dimorphism between castes was different among species,

with the SSt in V. velutina caste dimorphism being five

times less important than in V. crabro or V. tropica (0.34,

1.45 and 1.50, respectively). Workers of V. velutina

presented a wide range of wing sizes that overlap with

those of the reproductive caste, whereas the species

V. crabro and V. tropica showed a distinct gap in wing size

between workers and gynes. Gyne wing-size distribu-

tions were unimodal, with small left tails. Worker wing-

size distribution was almost unimodal in V. tropica and

roughly bi- or trimodal with irregular modes in V. crabro

and faint in V. velutina (Figure in supporting informa-

tion).

Shape
Significant CShD was found within each species using

MANCOVAMANCOVA of shapes on geographic and caste levels and

on size (Table 4, left column; Fig. 3, left column).

Magnitude of the caste effect assessed as the SSt of the

effect in MANCOVAMANCOVA ranged from 18.7% (V. velutina) to

33.7% (V. tropica) of total SSt of species wing shapes,

confirming a strong influence of the caste on wing-shape

variations in species. The amount of caste shape differ-

ences between species varied substantially (SSt values of

Fig. 3, Total CShD, first line). The low magnitude of

CShD found in V. velutina in contrast to the other species

may be caused by its low magnitude of size dimorphism.

Caste shape differences did not share similar patterns

among the three species: wings were slightly larger in

V. crabro workers, whereas the reverse was found in the

two other species, and most of the differences were

located on the anterior, the distal and the posterior

proximal parts of the wing.

Allometric differences

The caste*size interaction term of MANCOVAMANCOVA was only

significant for V. tropica (Table 4, middle column),

a result indicating that the two allometric directions differ

between castes. Although significant, the magnitude of

the interaction term accounted for only 1.8% of the

total-shape SSt, or 7.8% of both caste and size effects SSt.

Nevertheless, the interaction SSt was almost twice that of

the residual caste effect (without the variation due to

size). In the two remaining species, allometric differences

between castes were not significant and represented only

a tenth of the magnitude of such residual caste effect.

Amount of allometric shape changes (Fig. 3, SSt values

for allometric CShD) was low in V. crabro (3.5% of the

total CShD) and more important in V. velutina (22% of

the total CShD). Magnitude estimates of shape changes

(SSt) become less reliable when allometric directions

differ (Gidaszewski et al., 2009). The consequences are

particularly evident for V. tropica due to the significant

differences in allometric directions. The allometric and

the allometry-free shape SSt do not sum up to the

corresponding SSt for the total CShD for the same reason.

The first two principal components (67.95% and

17.30%) of a PCA calculated on the original vector

slopes (Fig. 4) summarized these results: worker allo-

metric directions were closer among species than those of

gynes, and bootstrapped distributions were more variable

for gynes than for workers. The larger variability of

allometric estimates in gynes might simply result from

their lower variation in size. The allometric variation

between castes was distributed in three different directions

Table 3 ANOVAANOVA of size differences between castes and species.

Effect d.f. SS

Mean

square F P-value

Species 2 4.6352 2.31758 734.978 < 0.0001***

Caste 1 3.0218 3.02177 958.302 < 0.0001***

Species*Caste 2 0.2722 0.13609 43.157 < 0.0001***

Residuals 243 0.7662 0.00315

Significance: ***P < 0.001.

Table 4 Caste dimorphism per species significance levels (a = 5%) for caste shape dimorphism (CShD) (left, MANOVAMANOVA) and for allometry

(right, MANCOVAMANCOVA’s interaction term between CShD and size). Degree of freedom was one for each test.

N Total SSt

CShD Caste difference in allometry

SSt F P-value SSt F P-value

Vespa crabro 84 0.0168 0.0057 33.95 < 0.0001*** 9.5 · 10)5 0.8 0.74

V. tropica 81 0.0178 0.0036 29.36 < 0.0001*** 3.2 · 10)4 3.08 0.002**

V. velutina 84 0.0104 0.0019 23.25 < 0.0001*** 7.9 · 10)5 1.12 0.35

Significance: ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01.
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for the three species. The largest and only significant

difference between caste slopes was that found in

V. tropica (see Table 4, middle column and Fig. 4) con-

firming MANCOVAMANCOVA results.

Because the two castes of V. tropica did not share a

common wing allometric direction, additional investiga-

tions were undertaken. Calculations of a predicted

‘superworker’ shape using worker allometric slope and

mean gyne size, together with a ‘subgyne’ shape using

gyne allometric slope and mean worker size, clearly

showed the effects of deviation from a pure allometric

CShD: the tangent Procrustes distance between the

worker consensus and the calculated ‘subgyne’ is almost

3.6 times the distance between the gyne consensus and

the calculated ‘superworker’ (Procrustes tangent dis-

tances: d = 0.0361 and d = 0.0105 respectively; Fig. 5).

Deletion of outliers (smallest true gynes) resulted in an

increase in this distance, not in a decrease. The ‘subgyne’

has a distinctly wider wing than worker consensus with

localized differences (Fig. 5a), whereas a ‘superworker’

wing is almost indistinguishable from the gyne consensus

(Fig. 5b).

Vespa crabro Vespa tropica Vespa velutina

Total CShD

Allometric
CShD

Non-allometric
CShD

SSt = 0.00567

SSt = 0.00020

SSt = 0.00454

SSt = 0.00362

SSt = 0.00088

SSt = 0.00401

SSt = 0.00194

SSt = 0.00043

SSt = 0.00145

Fig. 3 Wing caste shape dimorphism differences. Differences are between worker (black lines) and gyne (grey lines) averages, amplified three-

fold (Vespa crabro and V. tropica) or five-fold (V. velutina). The magnitude of differences (SSt) is calculated between nonamplified shapes of

castes. Due to the statistically different allometric directions between castes in V. tropica, the allometric and non-allometric visualizations

(grey background) are only proxies.
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Fig. 4 PCA of allometric slopes among castes. Plot of the first two

axes (PC1 = 68%; PC2 = 17%) of a PCA of slopes of the multivariate

regression of shape on size with confidence ellipses at 95% based

on bootstrapped estimates (N = 1000).
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Fig. 5 Allometric differences between castes in Vespa tropica. The

wing-shape illustrations are predicted shapes based on allometric

multivariate regression of each caste. (a): predicted shape of wings of

both castes for worker size (black: worker consensus; grey: ‘subgyne’).

(b): predicted shape of wings of both castes for gyne size (black:

‘superworker’; grey: gyne consensus). The graph illustrates the

difference in allometric directions of workers (black) and gynes

(grey). Shape here corresponds to the third shape component.
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Allometry-free shape differences

Allometry-free shape residuals (i.e. independent from

size) were calculated from common allometric directions

(CADs) between castes of each species. This procedure is

legitimate for V. crabro and V. velutina due to the lack of

statistically significant differences between caste allomet-

ric directions. MANOVAMANOVAs of allometry-free CShD at the

species level were significant (Table 5). Allometry-free

CShD accounted for a moderate part of the allometry-

free wing variation (V. crabro: 30.3%; V. velutina: 16.8%)

but a substantially higher proportion of the total effect of

caste on wing shape (V. crabro 80.1%; V. velutina:

74.6%). Therefore, size and its consequences cannot

explain all caste dimorphism in V. crabro and V. velutina:

differences between mean locations in the allometry-free

CShD space do not result from simple allometric-scaling

effects. They may be related to another type of differen-

tiation: a difference in intercepts of allometries with

similar slopes, namely lateral transposition (Gould, 1966;

Klingenberg & Spence, 1993; Klingenberg, 1996; Gid-

aszewski et al., 2009; Wilson & Sanchez-Villagra, 2010).

Visualizations of allometry-free shape changes in the

three species reveal neither common patterns of vari-

ability between castes, nor shared patterns of landmarks

displacements (Fig. 3 nonallometric CShD).

Discussion

Wing venation and caste identification

In this study, castes were retrieved without prior group

information by GMM. This result indicates that caste

induces a highly structured pattern in the wing morpho-

space. This dimorphism was better detectable in data on

size or form (shape + size), whereas shape alone did not

enable such a clear distinction. This is especially true for

V. velutina, which shows a low size dimorphism of castes.

This result suggests that allometry plays an important

part in the CShD. Even if a priori caste definition may be

difficult due to the overlap of caste characters, V. velutina

caste groups are not called into question due to the error

of GMM attribution (Table 1). Vespa velutina caste groups

were defined using a combination of measurements and

dry weight and are therefore unambiguous. As GMM

groups were largely congruent with the a priori definition

of castes, our results suggest that GMM could be used

even without a priori information.

Differences among castes: are hornet queens big
workers and workers small queens?

None of the observed caste dimorphism followed a simple

allometric-scaling model (Fig. 6a), which excludes the

hypothesis that the wings of queens are simply enlarged

versions of those of workers. Our results suggest two

types of deviation from a simple allometric model: in

V. crabro and V. velutina, similar allometric trends exist

between castes but differ by lateral transposition

(Table 4, Fig. 6b), whereas in V. tropica castes have

distinct allometric slopes (Fig. 6c). A significant deviation

from the first model (Fig. 6a) is thus observed in each

species, and the nature of caste dimorphism seems to

vary even within these highly social hornets.

These deviations from the first model may originate in

the development of the wing: wings of workers and

gynes react in different ways to size variation (V. tropica),

and ⁄ or develop from different patterns of shape (V. crabro

and V. velutina). Hornets are holometabolous insects in

which wings develop from imaginal discs during meta-

morphosis. Contrary to most previous studies on the

subject (Wheeler, 1991; Jeanne, 1996; Shingleton et al.,

2007, 2008), the observed allometry cannot be explained

by differential scaling among organs, but is instead

related to the growth pattern of a given imaginal disc.

The general pattern of the wing is determined early in

the development of the wing imaginal disc (Bowsher

Table 5 Size-free caste dimorphism.

N

Allometry-free residuals

SSt F P-value

Vespa crabro 84 0.0045 28.27 < 0.0001***

V. velutina 84 0.0014 15.72 < 0.0001***

Statistic values for the MANOVAMANOVA on residual from common allometric

direction for castes. Degree of freedom was one for each test.

Significance: ***P < 0.001.

Size Size

Sh
ap
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Sh
ap
e

Workers Workers

Gynes Gynes
(a) (b) (c)

Size

Sh
ap
e

Workers

Gynes

Fig. 6 Linear models of caste dimorphism. (a) simple allometric dimorphism; (b) lateral transposition, with similar allometry between

castes; (c) difference in allometric trends. In this illustration, shape is represented by a single variable that could be a measurement,

the single ratio of a bivariate data or an overall shape score of a multivariate data set.
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et al., 2007) and involves different gradients of signals

called morphogens (Crozatier et al., 2004; Lecuit & Le

Goff, 2007). Observed deviation in CShD from an

allometric-scaling model could be related to the activity

of these signals.

The developmental conditions of workers and gynes

differ mostly in two main ways: the size of the brood cell

and the larval nutrition. The first induces a different

critical size – the size required to trigger the hormonal

cascade inducing metamorphosis – in the larvae of

different castes and could explain the observed size

dimorphism (Stern & Emlen, 1999). On the other hand,

nutrition is known to play an active role in the growth of

organs, for example through insulin-sensitive pathways

controlling the division of cells (Emlen et al., 2006). The

secretion and diffusion of morphogens are tied to the

activity of different patterning genes resulting from a

complex interaction of the activity of these genes in the

imaginal tissue (Crozatier et al., 2004). Activity of these

genes is influenced by more general signals, such as the

insulin pathway (Shingleton et al., 2005). This nutrition-

dependent signalling chain acts directly on the imaginal

tissue and could thus interfere with the pattern of

growth, inducing variations in the allometry of the organ

(Emlen et al., 2006). Furthermore, evidence of a diet-

related difference in the expression of genes involved in

female caste and insulin pathways has been found in

larvae of Polistes metricus, a primitively eusocial wasp

(Hunt et al., 2010). It is therefore likely that the observed

variations from an allometric-scaling model of CShD are

related to the nutrition-dependant insulin signalling.

However, other factors such as the importance of the size

of the brood cell, the rearing conditions (Suryanarayanan

et al., 2011) and potential intrinsic genetic factors (Sch-

wander et al., 2010) should be further explored in order

to understand the process of caste differentiation in

hornets.

Evolution of caste dimorphism in hornets

Even at the scale of the wing, size remains the main

component of caste dimorphism, even if it has a limited

impact in the CShD through allometry. In many of the

social wasps, caste is primarily associated with a size

dimorphism (Noll et al., 2004), usually in favour of

gynes. It is likely that the present reproductive castes

evolved from dominant females that progressively gained

the exclusivity of reproduction over the rest of the

colony, as it is the case in some species of paper wasps

(Noll & Wenzel, 2008). However, despite the fact that the

evolution of castes in social wasps is supposed to have

arisen before the emergence of the genus Vespa (Pickett &

Carpenter, 2010), the nature of this polyphenism was

found to be different in three species of this genus.

Future research should focus on the characterization of

the developmental processes involved in these nonallo-

metric CShD in order to determine whether caste

polyphenism in vespids has evolved through different

developmental pathways or through different responses

to a common mechanism.

Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that CShD is not restricted to

differential growth rates between body parts, as well as

involves different parts of a single appendage originating

from a single imaginal disc. They also suggest that

underlying developmental changes occurred since the

supposedly evolution of worker caste of hornets through

primary difference in size. These factors changed the

caste dimorphism from a simple size-related difference,

making the wings of workers different from the wings of

small gynes. Given that these differences are not equiv-

alent between species, this suggests that caste dimor-

phism is still evolving even among highly social wasps.
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